SAGE Video streaming collections, for library purchase, are developed in partnership with leading academics, societies, and practitioners, including many of SAGE’s own authors and academic partners, to deliver cutting-edge research-oriented video within the social sciences.

Each collection includes a breadth of video types and lengths to support students of all levels, such as case studies, tutorials, interviews with leading researchers, documentaries, footage of real-life professional contexts, quick reference definitions, and more.

The SAGE Video Criminology & Criminal Justice Collection supports students and researchers at all levels. One of the keys to understanding theories, concepts, and practices is to experience the application of these ideas. With more than 60% of content exclusive to SAGE, this wide-ranging collection includes the following:

- Multiple hours showcasing careers in real-world settings, such as police chiefs, probation officers, crime analysts, defense attorneys, and judges
- Tutorials that explain key topics within Criminal Justice, including evidence-based practices, special populations, police ethics and accountability, technology, and diversity
- Case study videos that explore particular research and its impact on policy
- Interviews from worldwide leaders in the field, including Mary Stohr on corrections, Samuel Walker on policing, Jeff Ferrell and Keith Hayward on cultural criminology, and Craig Hemmens on courts
- Carefully curated licensed film content from esteemed sources, including BBC Worldwide, the Oral History Criminology Project, Passion River, and the ITN Source Killing Spree series.

More than 110 hours and 540 videos on these topics:

- Criminology
- Criminal Justice
- Corrections/Penology
- Courts
- Criminological Theory
- Forensic Science & Investigation
- Policing & Law Enforcement
- Research Methods
- Security & Crime
- Transnational Crime
- Types of Crime
- Violence & Violent Crime

View the title list at sagepub.com/crim_video

Browse the platform and sign up for a FREE 30-day trial!
User-centered design

Ease of use and accessibility are at the heart of our video program delivery. The site is mobile-optimized, and functionality meets student and faculty needs both in and outside the classroom. Videos can also be easily integrated into learning management systems.